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Abstract

Recent research in the system level design field has produced a number of techniques for structuring the understanding of systems. Many of these techniques produce design structures that are easily expressible in Ada language. Ada language has a structure which allows the design of systems to be expressed independently of its implementation and thus can be a good system design language for use with these techniques [1]. This paper describes how to use Ada as a system description language like SystemC, which will use Ada compilers (such as Gnat) to evaluate the written program as a system; we have named it, SystemAda. This paper reviews Ada programming language requirements for modeling behavior and structures at Transaction Level Modeling (TLM), and considers possible approaches for extending Ada to meet these requirements [2].

1. Introduction

Along with complex electronic systems, system designers have developed high abstraction level description languages for system modeling. Today, Transaction Level Modeling is becoming a common way of simplifying system-level design and architecture exploration, allowing designers to focus on functionality of the design and get rid of RTL details. At this level of abstraction, a component either refers to a communication component, called channels, or a computation one. To achieve these benefits, different hardware description languages have been developed based on application focus, acceptance, and strength [2].

These languages have two major capabilities for hardware/software co-design as the first step in TLM design process [3]:

- Description of complex hardware
- Software programming development

Ada has always been strong in security-critical applications, and security is becoming more important in commercial embedded applications [4]. Ada compilers can catch many errors that C compilers would miss. Ada has a high-level concurrency model whereas C/C++ programmers must provide it with the vast use of external libraries [4, 5]. Ada is a natural choice for an emerging challenge in embedded-system programming: multicore applications. Ada has extensive support for multithreading and multiprocessing, while C/C++ programmers have to rely on additional patches [4, 5].

Predefined services in Ada 2005 make it possible to trigger events at a specified time or when a specified amount of CPU time has been consumed by a thread. Another area of improvement, involves dispatching of threads. In addition to preemptive, priority based scheduling, Ada 2005 supports non-preemptive, round-robin and earliest-deadline-first policies. A third area of improvement is the Java-like notion of synchronized interfaces, which specify synchronization properties. These features help linking object-oriented programming to real-time activities [4, 5, 6].

Since VHDL is based on Ada's first prescription, after 1995 renewed specification of Ada, many projects use it as a Hardware Description Language such as Alpha system at Fairleigh Dickinson University [7].

In this paper we introduce SystemAda as a System description language for describing hardware systems. The work is partitioned based on two distinct concepts: TLM concept and RTL concept. In TLM concept, we describe TLM FIFO as the most basic TLM channel in Ada and show how other TLM channels can be described using it. Then in RTL concept, we explain and expand a method for linking Ada to RTL.

Section 2 contains an overview of Ada as a Hardware Description Language (HDL). In Section 3, major requirements for SystemAda are explained. Section 3.1 introduces an existing method for linking Ada to RTL and develops it with some new features. Section 3.2 contains an overview on TLM channels and their functionality implementation in Ada. Section 4 describes TLM-FIFO application in Master-Slave architecture in Ada Using Tasks. Finally Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. The History of Ada as an HDL

Most development organizations use an HDL to design a component, and a programming language, usually C or C++, for simulation and testing. With
Kernel Ada, design can be integrated with testing, and an iterative design process can be greatly simplified [7].

The idea of using Ada as an HDL goes back to 1980’s. On that time, Ada compilers was time consuming and design abstraction level was at transistor level, making Ada useless for means of hardware description. Later, by migration of design to higher abstraction levels, it was proved that Ada83 can be used as an HDL for design at Gate level. Figure 1 shows how to describe a multiplexer using Ada functions.

```
package multiplexer is
    subtype input is Boolean;
    subtype output is Boolean;
    mux_in : input := true;
    data1 : input := true;
    data2 : input := false;
    mux_out: output;
    mux_in_invert : input := false;

procedure mux (mux_in : in input;
              data1 : in input;
              data2: in input;
              mux_out : out output);
end multiplexer;
```

```
package body multiplexer is
    procedure mux (mux_in : in input;
                  data1 : in input;
                  data2: in input;
                  mux_out : out output) is
        begin
            mux_out := mux_in and data1;
            invert(mux_in , mux_in_invert);
            mux_out:=mux_in_invert and data2;
        end;
end multiplexer;
```

**Figure 1** A Multiplexer Spec and Body Packages

In 1995, a new version of Ada called Ada95 was defined with Object Oriented features which could be used for high level abstraction designing such as TLM [8]. Considering Ada as VHDL base language, one of the most popular HDLs especially for complex hardware description at RTL, it will be more favorable to use it as a TLM description language.

As mentioned before, software development is an important part of design process at TLM level and using Ada in this step has the following advantages:

- Reduction of debugging time [10]
- Ada compilers show as many errors as reasonably possible, as early as possible [10]
- Problem (exception) handling mechanism [10]

3. Major Requirements for SystemAda

In addition to the TLM abstraction layer, system level languages like SystemC also provide a link to RTL. Therefore, there are two major functionalities to imply TLM features:

1. Linking to RTL
2. Describing TLM channels

Since communication is one of the most important concepts in TLM, and all the channels have been defined based on FIFO channel, in this paper a TLM-FIFO channel has been described and we have explained how to instantiate a channel based on developed FIFO. Also, in order to make a link between Ada and RTL, we describe a HDL package containing primary RTL design concepts.

3.1. Linking to RTL

3.1.1. Writing primary HDL packages in Ada itself.

One of the options to write primary HDL package in Ada is describing the primary RTL functionality in Ada. Based on SIGADA kernel Ada project, we have developed an HDL package which contains a subtype Boolean input and output, one and two dimension buses of Boolean arrays and primary logical operations which will use arrays as a data storing structure; in this way, developing other components is more flexible. Figure 2 demonstrates the specification of this package.

```
package HDL is
    subtype input is Boolean;
    subtype output is Boolean;
    type bus is
        array(natural range <>) of Boolean;
    type dimesion2_bus is
        array(natural range <>,
             natural range <> ) of Boolean;
    procedure invert(xin: in input;
                     xout: out output);
    procedure and_bit (x1: in input;
                       x2: in input;
                       xout: out output);
end HDL;
```

**Figure 2** Our Evolved HDL package

3.2. Describing TLM Channels

3.2.1. TLM FIFO Channel in Ada.
Every channel in TLM is built on FIFO channel and is Generic in Size and type. As a result, we define a generic FIFO channel in Ada to be used later to define other TLM channels. GENERIC keyword in Ada has the functionality of TEMPLATE in C [9].

Since in TLM data transmitted between components don’t have any limitations in size and can be of any type, we decided to use generic types in Ada for FIFO nodes to simulate these capabilities.

Figure 3 shows the code of our FIFO specification that can be used as a TLM channel.
Generic TYPE fifo_element IS (<>);
PACKAGE fifo IS
   input : fifo_element;
   output: fifo_element;
   empty_flag : boolean;
   TYPE fifo_node;
   TYPE fifo_channel IS ACCESS fifo_node;
   TYPE fifo_node IS RECORD
   data : fifo_element;
   link : fifo_channel;
   END RECORD;
   head : fifo_channel;
PROCEDURE add_fifo;
PROCEDURE rem_fifo;
...
END fifo;

Figure 3 Generic FIFO

A generic FIFO gives users the opportunity to determine the type of its elements. The program in Figure 4 shows how we define an integer FIFO:

with Ada.Text_IO;
use Ada.Text_IO;
with fifo;
package int_fifo is new fifo(integer);

Figure 4 Generating an Integer FIFO

3.2.2. Other TLM Channels in Ada. To implement other TLM channels, hierarchical packages should be used. Figure 5 shows hierarchical package format in Ada 95. Here, the outer package contains two inner child packages and their bodies [12].

package Outer is
   package Inner_1 is
      ......
   End inner_1;
   End outer;
   package Outer.inner_2 is
   End outer.inner_2;

Figure 5 Hierarchical Package Format in Ada 95

By defining a generic FIFO and using hierarchical packages, another channel based on FIFO can be described. Figure 6 shows the way we have developed this concept:

with Ada.Text_IO;
use Ada.Text_IO;
Generic package fifo.channel2 is
   --channel2 extera funstions
End fifo.channel2;

Figure 6 Describing a Channel based on FIFO

Channel2 has its own body and implementation and is also generic. This FIFO can be used to implement other kind of channels.

4. FIFO Application in Master Slave Architecture TLM Modeled in Ada Using Tasks.

4.1. Task Overview. Tasks are the basic elements for implementing concurrency in Ada. Each Task can communicate with other tasks and will be proceed until a specified delay and works as though it is running on a separate computer. This quality is achieved by “entry” context which defines what information should be sent when the task is required, and what should be done. Tasks can be sensitive to activation of one or more “entry” [2, 8, 10,11]. Some of task capabilities are as follows [8, 10]:

- Waiting for other tasks to complete [8, 10].
- Sending messages between each other; this is called rendezvous.(by using entries)
- Setting global variables to communicate [8, 10].

Like packages, tasks have a declaration and a body. A task body defines what the task will do when it start up [10].

SELECT and ACCEPT statements together mark entry points for messages into a task that are alternatives (or optional) [13].

The SELECT block can contain many ACCEPT statements, separated by the reserve word "OR". Messages sent to the receiving task are processed in the select block in the order they are received [13].

4.2. Master-Slave TLM Model. The procedure of Figure 8 shows the modeled TLM Master-Slave in Ada using task abilities with two modules:

- **Master Module**: adds numbers to an integer FIFO.
- **Slave Module**: removes numbers from the integer FIFO.

The block diagram of TLM Master-Slave Architecture is shown in Figure 7.

Since these modules start in non-conditional loops, this process will never end.
procedure TLM_Master_Slave is
  task type fifo_task is
    entry add;
    entry remove;
  end fifo_task;
  task body fifo_task is
    begin
      loop
        select
          accept add;
          add_fifo;
        accept remove;
          rem_fifo;
        end select;
      end loop;
    end fifo_task;
  fifo1:fifo_task;
  task type slave is
    entry start;
  end slave;
  task body slave is
    begin
      loop
        accept start;
          fifo1.remove;
      end loop;
    end slave;
  slave1:slave;
  task type master is
    entry start;
  end master;
  task body master is
    begin
      loop
        accept start;
          fifo1.add;
        slave1.start;
      end loop;
    end master;
  master1:master;
end loop;
end TLM_Master_Slave;

Figure 8 Master-Slave TLM Modeled using Task Feature

As you can see in Figure 8, our FIFO task has the “add” and “remove” entries, which the names describe the functionality.

5. Conclusions

With designs getting more complex, the need for TLM and system description language is more revealed. The first step in this level of abstraction is Hardware/Software partitioning. Ada with natural concurrency, early error detection, exclusive error description and extensive support for multithreading and multiprocessiong would be a good choice for doing this.

This paper introduces Ada as a TLM modeling language by defining TLM channels functionality in Ada and continues by implementing different channels in Ada. We also described how to develop other channels based on single Generic FIFO. One of the options for linking Ada to VHDL is discussed too.

As a future work, we are going to complete the description of other necessary TLM features in Ada. We’ll also complete HDL package in Ada to describe basic RTL concepts and will use these to implement some of the most popular hardware designs.
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